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Charlotte Grayson - Where do Babies Come From

                            tom:
                G

               Bm
Ever since she was just a child
        A
Her mom told you bum to lies
         G                          Bm
About how babies came from the sky
Now she's older she really needs
 A
Answers to put in release
  G
Mommy, mommy tell me please
 Bm7
Where do babies come from really?
               Bm
They came from boys who want to sit on their ass
               A
They came from girls who like to grow up too fast
               G
They came from screaming, fighting, make-up sex
               B7                         Bm
They came from everybody but not you or else

( Bm  A  G  B )

Bm
What a beautiful mess I've made
        A
I throw milk on the walls in rage
       G                              B
Oh I'm trying to just forget the pain
         Bm
Push him away like he pushed me about
           A
Block out the image I could do without
 G
Daddy, daddy help me now

 Bm
How do I put this little light out
               Bm                          Em
They came from boys who don't want to be alone
               A
They came from girls who sadly we're running too slow
               G
They came from screaming, shouting, no, no, no
               Bm7                              Bm
They came from me and rest I don't really know

( Bm  A  G  B )

B
And turns out
Bm                                 Em
They don't came from rainbows and love
                   A
They come from sad little boys who push and shove
G                                Em7
They don't come from fairies at night
Bm7
They come from scare little girls who couldn't put up to fight
               Bm
They came from boys who want to sit on their ass
               A
They came from girls who like to grow up too fast
               G
They came from screaming, fighting, make-up sex
                B7
They came from everybody including yourself

               Bm
They came from boys who don't want to be alone
               A
They came from girls who sadly we're running too slow
               G
They came from screaming, shouting: No, no, no
               B7                          Bm
They came from me and rest I don't really know
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